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Abstract-- Scheduler is the major component in all kind of high performance computing, various types of scheduling 

available in the open research domain. In the existing system, three types of scheduling algorithms viz Static, Node 

Duplication and Online scheduling are    discussed. In this paper, Time Slicing based Multiprocessor Scheduling 

(TSMS) is introduced to improve the job execution rate.  
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I. INTRODUCTION  

 Multiprocessor scheduling is the low level venture of 

distributed computing, it has various research problems still 

under solving, the research problems are waiting time in the 

queue, load on a processor, failure rate of jobs and 

processors, and handling dynamic situation, in this paper 

we are concentrating to improving the job execution rate 

design constraints are fixed.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows Section-I 

surveys related work. Section-II explaining the proposed 

algorithm, Section-III explains the proposed algorithm, 

Section –IV Illustrates the experimental setup and results, 

Section-V Compares the proposed work with existing work 

and SectionVI concludes the paper with feature scope.  

II. RELATED WORK  

Choudhuri and Kumar [1] stated three different scheduling 

algorithms which are lacking in failure rate of Job‟s in 

consideration.   

Rewini and lewis [2] explained the scheduling of parallel 

program execution under different targets yielding better 

performance on job execution but lacks in resource failure 

management.  

Gupta and Mosse [3] revealed the parallel scheduling using 

the data structure named as Compact Task Graphs(CTG) 

for generating the schedule of execution on targets 

complied with non-adaptive representation of failure nodes 

in STC.  

Kumar and Sing[4] deal with duplication on heterogeneity  

environment through precedence constrained task graphs 

which illustrates the mal behavior of  resource of resource 

when duplication exists.  

Ahmed and Kwok [5] concentrated on optimal allocation 

using search techniques get failed in search of sensitive 

nodes.                                                                                   

III. PROPOSED WORK  

In the proposed work redundancy is introduced to improve 

the job execution rate, the system design is explained in 

the following sections.   

A. METHODOLOGY  

Consider „n‟ number of processors are available in which 

„m‟ number of jobs are scheduled in the following fashion 

.In P1 the jobs are arranged as J1, J2, J3,…., Jn-1, and in Pn 

the jobs are arranged as Jn, Jn-1, Jn-2,…J1 are distributed, 

if any of the processor gat crashed as well as any number of 

the processors malpractice, the job will be executed ,which 

in turn job failure rate is reduced as per Fig. 1.  

B. ALGORITHM  

STEP 1. Indentifying „n‟ number of processors.  

STEP 2. Allocate „m‟ number of jobs to „n‟ number of 

processors.  

STEP 3. For each processor.  

STEP 4. Allocate „m1‟ to „mn-1‟.  

STEP 5. Increment step4 up to „mn‟.  

STEP 6. Terminate the Iteration.  
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND 

RESULTS  

On implementing single server queuing concept in the 

existing algorithm shows the fluctuation rate in a linearly 

increasing fusion. In the same manner the fluctuation rate is 

getting decreased on implementing multiple server queuing 

theory in the heterogeneous environment. In the proposed 

work multiple queuing server concept is integrated with the 

scheduling algorithm. It shows further linearity in the error 

free execution.  

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS  

 On comparing with the existing algorithms the fluctuation 

rate is decreased in the proposed environment moreover 

when the number of processors or number of jobs are 

increased the same latency will exist in the proposed work 

observed from Table 1. and  Fig. 2.  

Table 1: Comparison  

PROPOSED SYSTEMET  EXISTING SYSTEMET  

0.000032150205761316900000  2  

0.000002152203856749310000  2  

0.000000128410585141354000  2  

0.000097401806803516200000  6  

0.000008573388203017830000  6  

0.000000675527048314117000  6  

0.000136853914359862000000  12  

0.000013452646683673500000  12  

0.000001186523437500000000  12  

0.000154799697656841000000  20  

0.000016157790927021700000  20  

0.000001515458434501100000  20  

0.000160751028806584000000  30  

0.000017424452480769200000  30  

0.000001698816942011530000  30  

 

  

Fig. 2: Execution Summary  

VI. CONCLUSION  

In this paper, redundancy based scheduling algorithm is 

implemented with the concept of multiple server queuing 

model also. The comparison between existing and proposed 

work is represented. Linearity is the main factor 

accountable for performance consideration with respect to 

fluctuation rate.  

On extending the proposed work the same models can be 

implanted for grid computing or cloud computing 

environment.  
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